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Annex 1. Initial evaluation report from the GeoData Institute,
University of Southampton

Introduction

An evaluation was undertaken of available technologies that could provide a suitable mobile
device for longitudinal monitoring of livestock mobility. We restricted the assessment to the use
of GPS Tracking, the use of collars that use global positioning system to acquire the location of
the animal. Locations are logged to the device, and these can then be downloaded from the
collar.

Criterion Justification
Tracking capability Ability to track stock across c. 100s of miles of migration. This does

not need to be highly accurate (coarse GPS fix would suffice). Only
need periodic fixes, c. 2 or 3 times/day might be suitable.

Relatively cheap So that multiple devices can be deployed concurrently. Current
anticipated budget of c £3,000, for multiple devices—c. 10 +
ideally. Collar devices tend to be £2k–3k).

Sampling approach Sampling of stock rather than the herder—herders may not be
same person day on day, risk of loss of the device/sale etc. The
potential use of mobile phones for tracking was discounted, but
the option for narratives and community contributions by phone is
also considered outside the tracking.

Long battery life e.g., 100 days + (at sampling regime)/or rechargeable/solar
charging

Short wake-up times GPS devices with rapid wake-up and acquisition of fix. May need
to balance between these factors to maximize sampling period.

Programmable sampling
frequency

To enable device power savings.

Parameters With parameters location, time, and possibly other parameters
such as temperature, diagnostics—battery power levels

Waterproof/ weatherproof Environmental conditions may be hard, and need to be able to
withstand rain and high temperatures.

GPS based and with
remote download (via
SMS) GSM

Ideally systems that can up download remotely not reliant on line
of sight via sms when in range. Selected over a system that relies
on download following retrieval of the device – this might be a
viable option.

Stored locations when not
in GSM range

Ability to store records of fixes and send when in range.

Potentially upload via
SMS/GSM

Potential to upload data to the device to modify the sampling
frequency and set details of the download.

Security Device that does not disclose its position or cannot be
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interrogated or intercepted directly, so prevents herders being
tracked by others.

Options:
A wide range of well-described standard collar-based systems are available with VHF-, Satellite-,
or GSM-based communications for large stock monitoring. These are typically large devices,
with long life power life, based on periodic wake-up and sampling frequency. They tend to be
very expensive so the target has been to seek alternatives, the main challenge being the power
management. A sample of systems has been compared.
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Annex 2. Research schedule of visits to East Darfur and North
Kordofan
Purpose East Darfur North

Kordofan
Introductory visit to meet local stakeholders and explain
the study purpose and approach and seek local approval
and engagement

16–20 Feb 23–26 Feb

- Selection and recruitment of camel and sheep herders
- Profiling interview
- Filling retrospective yearly movement schedule

13–18
March

6–11 March

ED Biweekly outreach visit i 1–2 April
ED Biweekly outreach visit i 15–16 April
ED Biweekly outreach visit i 3–4 May
NK Outreach visit ii 10–11 April
North Kordofan midterm visit
- Profiling interview
- Filling retrospective yearly movement schedule

5–9 May

East Darfur Midterm visit
- Profiling interview
- Filling retrospective yearly movement schedule
- Fitting and testing of GPS devices

19–24 May

North Kordofan fitting and testing of GPS devices 26–31 May
- Data download
- Recharge and check devices

23–28 June 30 Jun–2
July

Outreach visit 18–19 July 12–14 July
-Data download 16–21

September
17–20
August
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Annex 3. Data downloading and analysis

The downloaded data was saved in a folder with three files:
a) Data.logg: This is GPS data—space separated and in Excel importable format. The
Data.logg file must be imported to Excel from within MS Excel and must be imported as
a tab and space delimited file. Figure 3.1 shows an example of data imported from EDC1
device. The excel sheet contains the following data:

WNO: GPS Week Number
TOW: Time of Week passed in the WNO
TIME: Time calculated using GPS WNO and TOW, which is UTC universal time. It

is like GMT.
DATE: Date calculated using GPS WNO and TOW
DECEF_X DECEF_Y DECEF_Z: Change from last ECEF Values recorded
ECEF_X ECEF_Y ECEF_Z: Location in ECEF coordinate system
Speed: Speed in km/h
Longitude and Latitude: In decimal format
Altitude: In meters
Mode: Mode 1, long data stored (takes 18 bytes), Mode 2, short data stored in
just 8 bytes to save memory.

b) RMD.nmea: Data in NMEA format. It is not recommended that this file is used.

c) Data0.kml: Is the Google Earth version of the same file in a format that can be read
from within Google Earth (Google Earth needs to be installed to use this file). Figure 3
gives a visual interpretation of EDC1 herd movement during the period 20 May–26 June
2013.
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Figure 3.1 Screenshot showing an example from data downloaded from EDC1 device

Figure 3.2: EDC1 herd mobility during the period 20 May–26 June

GIS Data analysis
Using GPS data in GIS environment allow us to visually interpret the spatial and
temporal livestock movement during the whole period of the study. Benefiting from the
mapping potential of the GIS software, the team has mapped both temporal (i.e., daily),
seasonal and spatial (i.e., within and across ecological zones) livestock movement. This
approach incorporates two complementary strategies: the mobility and the geographic
localization of resources that are expected to be used by herds and their animals.
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The downloaded GPS data can be imported into a GIS. Recording the animal location
with precision over time allows researchers to evaluate pasture utilisation, animal
performance, and behaviour. The GIS layer is essential in order to understand livestock
mobility.

After formatting Data.logg in Excel sheets, the GPS data were imported into GIS
software as event point layers and converted into shapefiles. The data captured by
hand-held GPS using field trips were also downloaded into MapSource and then
converted to shapefiles and transferred into Microsoft Excel.

The resulting GIS layers had all the GPS points, including recordings of the following
features: distance between each recorded point, speed of movement. The results were
overlaid with other GIS layers. Format of all location data is WGS84 projection.

Using a hand-held GPS, observed features, team members recorded coordinates and
location name. Key environmental features of interest were:
– Water sources
– Seasonal water sources
– Major rivers
– Resting places
– Markets
– Settlements
– Livestock routes

Secondary GIS data sources included UNDP Sudan Crises and Recovery Mapping and
Analysis Project and GPS data collected by the East Darfur State Ministry of Animal
Resources and Range. Data layers collected from other sources included administrative
boundaries, roads, etc.
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Annex 4. Last year’s movements for herders EDC2 to EDC6EDC2Period spent in each zone Broya Bahr Dahara Atmur Goz01 March–10 June 10211 June– 30 June 201 July–31 July 311 August–15 September 4616 Sept.–30 September 151 Oct.–31 October 311 November–28 February 120Total 00 222 51 46 46% 00 60 14 13 13
EDC3Period spent in each zone Broya Bahr Dahara Atmur Goz1 March–31May 921 June– 30 June 301 July–31 July 311 August–15 October 7616 October–30 November 461 December –28 February 90Total 30 182 77 76% 8 50 21 21EDC4Period spent in each zone Broya Bahr Dahara Atmur Goz1 March–30 April 611 May–31 May 311 June–7 June 78 June–23 June 1624 June–10 July 1711 July–15 October 971 November–30 November 46
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1December–15 December 1516 December–28 February 75Total 31 143 31 63 97% 8 39 8 18 27EDC5Period spent in each zone Broya Bahr Dahara Atmur Goz1March–30 April 611 May–14 June 4515 June–21June 722 June–30 June 91 July–5 July 56 July–10 October 9711 October–20 October 1021 October–15 December 5616 December–28 February 75Total 45 143 65 15 97% 12 39 18 4 27EDC6Period spent in each zone Broya Bahr Dahara Atmur Goz1 March–30 April 611 May–20 June 5121 June–8 July 189 July–25 July 1726 July–15 October 8216 October–31 October 161 November–28 February 120Total 51 199 33 82% 14 55 9 22
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